
Math 11: Elementary Statistics, SUMMER 2023 
 
Instructor:  Walid Tayar 
Email:  walid.tayar@reedleycollege.edu 
Schedule #: 52000 and 52001 
Class Dates and Format: May 22-June 30 (6 weeks), 100% Online, Asynchronous
  
Prerequisites:   
Math 103. Basic skills advisories: Eligibility for ENGL 125 and ENGL 126 
 
Catalog Description: 
This is an introduction to statistical methods and techniques for business, behavioral, and social 
science majors.  Topics include descriptive measures of central tendency and variability, probability, 
binomial and normal distributions, random variables, sampling, estimating, hypothesis testing 
(parametric and nonparametric), correlation and regression. 
 
Text and MyStatLab Access Code:   
You can buy the bundled textbook (which includes the textbook and access code for MyStatLab at 
the Reedley College Bookstore.  Be careful, once you open the kit you will not be able to return the 
book for a full refund. You can also purchase the access code by itself, without the book.  The book 
is available electronically through the website. Another option would be to purchase the access 
code through MyStatLab.  
  
Text:  Mario Triola, Essentials of Statistics, 7th Edition  
 
WHEN SETTING UP YOUR ACCOUNT ON MYMATHLAB, USE YOUR 7-DIGIT 
REEDLEY COLLEGE ID AS YOUR USERNAME (0123456)  
 
YOU MUST BE REGISTERED ON MYSTATLAB BY THE END OF THE DAY ON 
MONDAY MAY 22 OR YOU WILL BE DROPPED! 
 
IF YOU ARE USING THE TEMPORARY ACCESS CODE, IT IS YOUR 
RESPONSIBILITY TO PAY FOR ACCESS BY THE EXPIRATON DATE OR YOU WILL 
BE DROPPED! NO EXCEPTIONS! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Required Course Materials:
 
* Graphing paper (for working on HW)
 
* 3 ring-binder (optional, for your notes) 
 
* Stats Calculator (TI-84) or similar 

 
 

* Pencils/rulers/paper etc. 
 
Online Homework: 
After you read through the section in the text, read through my notes, watch my lecture videos, and 
view the additional resources in the multi-media library you can attempt the homework.  You may 
work ahead if you like.  Each assignment has a due date.  Homework will not be accepted late, but 
your lowest homework scores will be dropped to allow for any tech issues, emergencies or missed 
assignments.  You can complete any past due assignments and earn 70% credit on the past due 
problems up until the day before the unit exam.  If you do not successfully complete (70% or better) 
three homework assignments in a row you may dropped.  If you are completely inactive online for 
more than 3 days you may be dropped from the course. It is important to stay current to be successful 
in the course!  
 
Note:  When working on homework, you do not have to complete an entire assignment during one 
session.  If you need to stop while in the middle of an assignment, you can submit your work and the 
program will save it for you.  You can then come back to the assignment and continue from where 
you left off at another time as long as you do so before the deadline.  
 
By agreeing to take this class you are to be the one doing the work for this class including all 
homework and exams.  
 
HOMEWORK WILL ALWAYS BE DUE ON WEDNESDAYS BY 11:59PM. You can not 
wait until the last minute to do the HW so make sure to aside days and times that you can 
devote to the class. 
 
Homework Notebook/Graph Paper:   
It is recommended that you keep all of your written work from your online homework assignments 
in a notebook of your choosing.  It is important that you work out each problem and show your work.  
It might be a good idea to use graph paper as we will be graphing throughout the semester. This will 
not be collected.  There is an example of what your notebook might look like on the last page of the 
syllabus. 
 
 



Attendance: 
Your attendance in this class is based on your activity online. If you do not successfully complete 
(70% or better) three homework assignments in a row you may dropped.  If you are completely 
inactive online (either MyLab or Canvas) for more than 3 days you may be dropped from the course. 
It is important to stay current to be successful in the course! 
  
Timed Chapter Exams:  
There will be an exam at the end of each unit.  It is recommended that you complete all of the chapter 
homework and the chapter review before you attempt the chapter exam.  Everything for the unit is 
available to you now so please be careful when selecting/starting the exam.  Once you start the chapter 
exam, it will count as an attempt and you only have one attempt for each exam and 90 minutes to 
complete it. You will be booted out of the exam if you attempt to access any other resources within 
the site and will not be granted another attempt. Exams will be due on THURSDAYS after the 
unit is complete and will be due by 5pm. All of the homework and the exam for the first unit will 
be available to you from the first day so please make sure you finish them by the set deadlines. 
Remember, once you start the exams you will only have one attempt and one hour to finish.  You 
cannot start it and finish it a later time like the homework. You are not to receive any outside help. 
The UNIT REVIEWS will be the best way to prepare for the exams. 
 
Final Exam: 
A final exam worth 100 points will be given at the end of the semester during finals week and will be 
similar to the chapter exams. IT WILL BECOME AVAILABLE FOR A ONE DAY WINDOW 
ONLY on a date to be determined and you will have 2 hours to complete it once you start. You are 
to receive no assistance of any form during the exams including the internet to search for solutions, 
text book, or from another person.  You will be booted out of the exam if you attempt to access any 
other resources within the site and will not be granted another attempt. 
 
Grading: 
 Online Homework will be worth 30% of your overall grade. I will drop your lowest score 

including a 0 for any technical difficulties, missed deadlines, accidental attempts, unforeseen 
circumstances or just a poor attempt. 

 Exams and Final will be worth 70% of your overall grade. I will drop your lowest score 
including a 0 for any technical difficulties, missed deadlines, accidental attempts, unforeseen 
circumstances or just a poor attempt and replace it with your score on the final exam. 

 Percent Grade 
 90 - 100 A 
 80 – 89 B 
 70 – 79 C 
 60 – 69 D 
 0 – 59 F 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Student Learning Outcomes: 
MATH-11 SLO1: Organize, analyze, and utilize appropriate methods to draw conclusions  
based on sample data by using tables, graphs, measures of central tendency, and measures of dispersion.  
MATH-11 SLO2: Apply concepts and terminology of statistics. 
MATH-11 SLO3: Implement the rules of probability. 
MATH-11 SLO4: Collect data, interpret and communicate the results using statistical analyses such  
as confidence intervals, hypothesis tests, and regression analysis. 
 
Student Learning Outcomes are statements about what the discipline faculty hope you will be  
able to do at the end of the course.  This is NOT a guarantee: the ultimate responsibility for  
whether you will be able to do these things lies with you, the student.  In addition, the assessment  
of Student Learning Outcomes is done by the department in order to evaluate the program as a  
whole, and not to evaluate individual faculty performance. 
 
Special Needs Requests:   
If you have a verified need for an academic accommodation or materials in alternate media (i.e., Braille, 
large print, electronic text, etc.) per the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) or Section 504 of the 
Rehabilitation Act, please contact me as soon as possible. 
 
Academic Dishonesty: 
Students at Reedley College are entitled to the best education that the college can make available to 
them, and they, their instructors, and their fellow students share the responsibility to ensure that this 
education is honestly attained. Because cheating, plagiarism, and collusion in dishonest activities erode 
the integrity of the college, each student is expected to exert an entirely honest effort in all academic 
endeavors. Academic dishonesty in any form is a very serious offense and will incur serious 
consequences.  Cheating is the act or attempted act of taking an examination or performing an 
assigned, evaluated task in a fraudulent or deceptive manner, such as having improper access to 
answers, in an attempt to gain an unearned academic advantage. Cheating may include, but is not 
limited to, copying from another’s work, supplying one’s work to another, giving or receiving copies 
of examinations without an instructor’s permission, using or displaying notes or devices inappropriate 
to the conditions of the examination, allowing someone other than the officially enrolled student to 
represent the student, or failing to disclose research results completely. Plagiarism is a specific form 
of cheating: the use of another’s words or ideas without identifying them as such or giving credit to 
the source. Plagiarism may include, but is not limited to, failing to provide complete citations and 
references for all work that draws on the ideas, words, or work of others, failing to identify the 
contributors to work done in collaboration, submitting duplicate work to be evaluated in different 
courses without the knowledge and consent of the instructors involved, or failing to observe computer 
security systems and software copyrights. Incidents of cheating and plagiarism may result in any of a 
variety of sanctions and penalties, which may range from a failing grade on a particular examination, 
paper, project, or assignment in question to a failing grade in the course, at the discretion of the 
instructor and depending on the severity and frequency of the incidents. 
 
Note:  This syllabus is subject to change at the discretion of the instructor. 
 
 
 



 


